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Abstract. This paper shows an approach for automatic learning of efficient representations for robust image features. A video sequence of a
3D scene is processed using structure-from-motion algorithms, which provides a long validated track of robust 2D features for each tracked scene
region. Thus each tracked scene region defines a class of similar feature
vectors forming a volume in feature space. The variance within each class
results from different viewing conditions, e.g. perspective, lighting conditions, against which the feature is not invariant. We show on synthetic
and on real data that making use of this class information in subspace
methods, a much sparser representation can be used. Furthermore, less
computational effort is needed and more correct correspondences can be
retrieved for efficient computation of the pose of an unknown camera
image than in previous methods.
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Introduction

Registering a camera against a previously learned scene requires an efficient representation of the scene content for lookup. We show how feature-based camera
pose computation can benefit from a class-based representation of learned scene
features: During an offline phase, a camera is moved within a scenario or around
an object. By using structure from motion techniques [9] we track a natural feature across many images and process its appearances, i.e. we learn how a feature
typically changes (e.g. due to perspective, light). The camera trajectory as well
as the 3D locations in the scene are reconstructed and the image appearances (2D
features) of the 3D locations are learned and organized in a database optimized
for fast lookup and high recognition rates, which are main new contributions.
Such robust or invariant 2D features have been quite a busy research topic
during the last years. However, they have usually been studied in 2D environments or on planes only [7], because an objective evaluation in cluttered 3D
scenes is difficult. As a difference compared to previous feature evaluations, we
propose the following method: In the online phase a database query is performed
for every 2D feature of a camera image returning the likeliest learned 3D feature
class. We estimate the camera pose based on these 2D-3D correspondences using robust estimation techniques. Afterwards we check how many of the 2D-3D
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correspondences are inliers, which is a quite natural criterion of the fitness of the
feature representation, since it directly resembles the pose estimation problem.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section we compare different
image registration techniques as well as we briefly review the work on feature
evaluation. Afterwards we show the steps of our method, scene learning and
feature organisation in the offline phase and registration in the online phase. In
the last section we compare results of different representations.

2

Previous Work

Early marker-less approaches on registering views in Augmented Reality scenarios tried to compute orientation only, e.g. using the Fourier-Mellin-Transform
[4]. This is a global transformation of the whole image, which breaks if different parts of the image undergo different perspective distortions, clutter and
occlusion. To solve for this, various local features have been studied during the
last years. They have been applied successfully for image-to-image matching,
panorama registration and more recently also 6DOF camera pose computation
[3]. The principle is that a particular detector/descriptor combination produces
the same - or a slightly different - feature vector for the same 3D region under different conditions, while producing other vectors for differently looking
regions. The feature vector can be interpreted as a signature. Among all the
detector/descriptor pairs, DoG/SIFT [5] is known to perform well [7] and can
be computed quite fast. Although being invariant only against scale, rotation
and affine brightness change of a 2D image, it is robust against mislocation,
perspective effects and several other distortions. Robust means that small violations of the invariance assumptions will cause only small disturbances of the
feature vector. In that case the feature vectors occupy a small continuous area
in the feature space. This makes it well-suited for our purposes and we will use
it throughout this paper, though the proposed techniques can also be applied to
other features with such properties.
For a 2D feature to provide significant information to discriminate it from
others, the descriptions must be quite high-dimensional. On the other hand,
when one seeks to find a similar feature vector in the space of all possible features,
we run into the curse of dimensionality if the description vector is too large.
One way of organizing points in high dimensional spaces is space-partitioning
using kd-trees[8]. For the typical SIFT feature dimension of 128 a complete
binary space partitioning would create a tree with 2128 (more than 1038 ) leaves.
Therefore we compare different methods of learning the relevant parts of the
high-dimensional feature descriptions, which have been applied successfully in
face recognition [2] and other classification tasks, often however only on the
raw image signal: Multiple discriminant analysis (“fisher-faces”) and principle
component analysis (“eigen-faces”) and show the advantages over the technique
of using vector entries with largest variance, which is a common feature space
matching technique today [3]. In contrast to PCA-SIFT [6], we are not interested
in the subspace of all feature descriptions a DoG/SIFT operator can produce
on the set of all images ever possible. This encodes what all descriptors do have
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in common. We explicitly want to learn what is different between the clusters
of features in our scene. The learning is deliberately based on the knowledge
that different representatives belong to the same class like in [13], while we do
not only seek for one representative per class but we also look for a transformed
small representation to make a fast distinction between the classes possible.
In that sense the idea is somewhat related to the Randomized Trees approach
[10], which does not rely on high-level features but on massive simple tests.
Instead of performing a nearest neighbor search in one tree and applying a
decision, they propose a soft-classification by using several trees, where each
tree node encodes class probabilities. The final classification is performed by
combining the probabilities. While this is an interesting approach in the handling
of the probabilities, the authors have proposed it only for recognition and pose
computation of single objects, presumably because the simple decisions made
in the trees sacrifice discriminative power for the sake of speed. They have not
evaluated whether the approach does also extend to larger scale scenarios.

3

Scene Database

To register a view in the online phase we use a database of features which has to
be set up offline. To create the database we take an image sequence of the scene
and use a feature-based structure from motion system similar to [9] to calibrate
the images and to reconstruct 3D points from corresponding 2D interest points.
Each interest point is assigned a descriptor (in the simplest case the grey values
of the image region around the point or, more complex, the SIFT descriptor),
which can be represented as a high-dimensional vector.
3.1 3D Features
If the descriptors for corresponding 2D points do not vary too much across
several images, we can assume that the invariance/robustness properties of the
feature type are still satisfied, e.g. for SIFT features that the 2D image regions
are projections of a three dimensional locally continuous surface from similar
viewpoints and that all projections of this surface result in similar descriptors.
We call the surface a 3D feature and assign it a 3D point. However, we do not
want to reconstruct the surface here but the class of descriptors it produces,
which is a novelty compared to previous approaches. They form a continuous
area in descriptor space and their differences are e.g. due to small localisation
distortions or transformations against which the descriptor is not completely
invariant. Combining incremental structure from motion (in contrast to the reference image technique of [3]) allows to process long image sequences with lots
of descriptor measurements.
If each class of descriptors covers a coherent and relatively small part in the
high-dimensional descriptor space, and any two distinct classes are at different
locations in this space, we can view the matching process as a classification
problem. For each 2D feature detected in the online phase we try to find the
best matching class in descriptor space. Beis and Lowe proposed an approximate nearest neighbor search on a kdtree partitioning the descriptor space [8].
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The partitioning should at best represent the distribution of the various classes,
therefore some parts in the feature space are more interesting than others. To
traverse a balanced binary tree of depth d (e.g. d = 15) we have to pass d decision hyperplanes, which divide the feature space. This tree has 2d leaves (distinct
areas in feature space). If d is too large (for instance the original vector size 128),
this leads to an unmanageable number of bins (2128 ). Even for depths not much
larger than 20, the tree is over-fitted and only sparsely populated, unless one
uses a huge number of features. For a small d on the other hand the question is
extremely important, which is the best partitioning of the space and what are
good dividing hyperplanes. Beis and Lowe solve the problem by computing the
variance of each descriptor dimension across all features and select only the most
variant entries. Instead, we propose to apply classical methods of dimensionality
reduction from pattern recognition. These methods are compared next.
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction
From the offline phase we have many 3D features, which we saw in several
images. Each 3D feature defines a class with mean and scatter in feature space.
Let Dci ∈ Rh be the ith (of nc ) descriptor vector for class c (of a total of n
classes). Since it has h entries, we have an h-dimensional descriptor space (e.g.
for SIFT typically h = 128). We want to find the reduction transformation
R(Dci ) = dic : Rh 7→ Rl , which shrinks our descriptor to a low dimension number
l (e.g. l = 15). However, the descriptor should not lose too much discriminative
information needed for matching.
Principle Components Analysis The most popular approach to dimensionality reduction is principle component analysis (PCA). PCA computes the mean
and scatter of all descriptors (see [11]). We define different means as follows:
1 X i
1 XX i
1X
µc (1)
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c nc c
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The principal components are now the eigenvectors of Σ according to [11]:
ΣejΣ = λjΣ ejΣ

(3)

where ejΣ are sorted according to their eigenvalues λjΣ , λ0Σ being the largest. Let
êiΣ = √1 i eiΣ . Finally, we define the reduction transformation for PCA as:
λΣ

RP CA (Dci ) = (ê0Σ ê1Σ ... êlΣ )T (Dci )

(4)

A slight modification of PCA, which we call PCA-Means takes into account
classes and is computed only using the means of the classes, which gives an
equal weight to each class and does not prefer strongly populated classes over
small ones. The only difference in computation is that we replace equation (2)
by equation (5), where ΣM eans is also called the inter class scatter matrix:
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(5)

c

Compared to classical PCA definition, the mean is neglected in our PCA
reduction methods (eq. 4). However, since our reduction transformation is linear,
the mean also transforms linear and introduces a constant offset for all features,
which can be ignored since we are only looking for the nearest neighbor.
PCA is designed to minimize the reconstruction error, therefore it is suitable for compression and un-compression of similar vectors in high-dimensional
space. However, it does not account for classes and does not aim at preserving
separability of vectors in reduced space. In other words, PCA preserves what is
common between two classes, not what is different. The goal of finding a linear transformation that maximizes class separability is the topic of discriminant
analysis.
Multiple Discriminant Analysis We propose an extension of multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) [11], which falls back smoothly to PCA in case only
sparse within class information is available. The idea of MDA is to represent
each class of descriptors by a mean and scatter and find a transformation R that
minimizes within class scatter while maximizing the scatter of all class means.
The within class scatter Σc and the total scatter matrix Σtotal (imagine as an
average within class distribution) are defined as:
Σc =

X
1
((Dci − µc )(Dci − µc )T )
(nc − 1) i

Σtotal =

1X
Σc
n c

The rows of the reduction transformation matrix are the solutions ej to the
generalized eigenvalue problem [11]:
ΣM eans ej = λj Σtotal ej

(6)

If Σtotal is nonsingular, the system can be converted to a standard eigenvalue
problem like equation (3). However, particularly when Σtotal is estimated from
few samples in the high-dimensional space, it will be singular, mainly because of
missing data. A full rank can be enforced by applying ridge regularization [12] to
the total scatter matrix, i.e. we add diag(σ 2 ) (a diagonal matrix with entries σ 2 ).
Small values of σ do not affect the shape of Σtotal , while larger ones make the
diagonal dominate the matrix and very large values make it in fact a multiple
of the identity matrix. In that case, equation (6) is the same as equation (3)
for PCA-Means, therefore the value of sigma controls between MDA and pure
PCA behavior. Since we do not want to lose within class shape information, we
compute a minimum noise level, as the smallest existing eigenvalue of equation
(6). This leads to a smooth transition from PCA-Means to MDA as soon as
within class scatter is available.
Most Variant Entries The approach chosen by Beis and Lowe [8] can also
be viewed in the context of dimensionality reduction. They compute the variance for each vector entry separately. This corresponds to only taking into account the diagonal elements of Σ of equation (2) and sort vector components by
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Fig. 1. Exemplary distribution of features of 20 classes (randomly chosen) of a real
video sequence of 400 images projected to the first two axes (left), the first two MDA
axes (right). MDA representation shows more distinct local clusters .

these values. By disregarding the off-diagonal elements, the relations between
the vector entries are thrown away. This is suboptimal for descriptors whose
components are correlated, which is certainly the case for the SIFT descriptor,
because the soft-binning technique distributes gradients into different vector entries upon mislocalization. In other words, the entries of the SIFT descriptor are
not uncorrelated as a strictly diagonal scatter matrix would imply. The resulting
reduction matrix is a pure permutation of the columns of the identity matrix.
3.3

Database Representation

Using a transformation of the previous section we can transform the original
vectors into a space where the dimensions are sorted by importance. We build a
kdtree in that space and choose the depth d = log2 (c) such that in average each
bin holds a class. In our novel transformed space we follow the method of [8].
Once the database is set up, we can extract 2D features from an unknown
image. Each feature is transformed according to our reduction and traverses the
tree using the backtracking strategy [8] until a better match in reduced space
cannot be found, a maximum error in reduced space is reached or - if real-time
is an issue - a (constant) maximum number of comparisons has been reached.
The best match so far or “no match” is returned. The “no match” statement is
particularly important because it decreases the false positive rate. Fewer outliers
again speed up robust pose computation.

4

Experiments

In this section we show results on synthetic data as well as on videos of 3D scenes
and compare the different reduction techniques, particularly PCA, the largest
variance method [3] and ridge-regularized MDA.
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Fig. 2. Percentage of correctly classified synthetic features after exhaustive search in
reduced space. Left: All features were placed in the tree. Right: Only class means were
placed in the tree.

Fig. 3. Left: Percentage of correctly classified synthetic features after exhaustive search
in reduced space using 500 classes of 20-50 features each. Right: Average number of
comparisons needed until nearest neighbor was found.

Synthetic Data By empirical tests on real images of several scenes, we found
that the SIFT descriptors of most 3D features do indeed cluster. For a series
of feature tracks we found that in our scenarios the descriptors (vectors from
[0; 200]128 ) of the same 3D feature usually have a maximum standard deviations
of up to 15 (in principal component direction), seldomly higher. As pointed out
before the entries of the SIFT descriptor are not independant if we consider the
unavoidable 3D scale space mislocation (because of the soft-binning). Therefore,
when creating synthetic data, we do not enforce independance of these components when creating synthetic features. The class of descriptors refering to a
3D feature is simulated by an anisotropic gaussian distribution in 128D with
standard deviation along the principal axes of σj ∈ [1; 15]. The class means are
sampled from a uniform distribution across the whole feature space [0; 200]128 .
We compare the average number of comparisons until the nearest neighbor
has been found and the percentage of correctly classified points. As can be seen
in figure (3) PCA, PCA-Means and MDA represent the data in a way that
more features are classified correctly than in the variance method. Furthermore
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Fig. 4. Upper Row: Rendered (semi-artificial) castle sequence (640x480 pixels). 3D
feature locations of 4612 classes. Lower Row: Real sofa sequence (352x288 pixels). 3D
feature locations of 2748 classes. Lower left (castle) and right (sofa): Number of correct
nearest neighbors in database depending on reduction, standard deviation is about 15
percent of measurement.

they need less comparisons on average, which means that search can be stopped
after a lower fixed total number of comparisons in the tree. This improves camera
registration speed. MDA and PCA methods do perform nearly the same, however
it seems that MDA suffers slightly from overfitting onto the uncertain covariance
matrices caused by the few measurements per class. If we generate the synthetic
data in a way that the Σtotal is not isotropic but that all Σc are slightly biased
towards a main orientation, MDA outperforms all other methods.
3D Scenes Using the structure from motion approach similar to [9] we set up
several 3D scenes. The left part of figure (4) shows a rendered sequence with real
texture, for which the camera poses are perfectly known but for which feature
positions in 3D space have been created by structure from motion. The right
part of figure (4) shows a livingroom scene, for which real images sequences have
been captured and reconstructed. We perform an exhaustive search in the feature
space to evaluate the database, therefore we always get the nearest neighbor in
transformed space. A feature is defined to be correctly classfied if the 3D point is
projected by the camera pose within 5 pixel distance to the detected 2D feature.
We give only the mean number of correct 2D-3D matches as opposed to a mean
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Method
mean num. comp. std.dev. comp. num. inliers
MDA
982
4
311.5
PCA-Means
964
9
314.2
MDA (all features)
972
10
336.9
PCA-Means (all features)
960
10
337.1
Var (all features)
6397
13
324.5
Fig. 5. Comparison of basic operations performed in the sofa scenario.Upper two rows:
only means are stored in the tree. Lower three rows: all features stored in the tree.

percentage because the unknown test views produce features which have not
been seen before, therefore the fraction is less significant than the total number.
Figure (4) shows that MDA performs slightly better than the PCA methods
but clearly better than variance and that a reduction to 15 dimensions can be
succesfully applied not only without loss of matches but also with improved
speed, since we can work on the smaller vectors.
To evaluate the quality of the representation for real-time pose estimation
applications, we limit the number of comparisons per feature to 50 and compare
our methods to the method used in [3] (Var). Using a fixed reduced vector size
of l = 20 leads to about the same number of correct matches in our scenario.
For a fair comparison of runtime, we set l = 20 and count the total number
of basic comparisons the cpu had to perform on the sofa scenario in order to
compute tentative 2D-3D correspondences needed by a robust pose estimation
algorithm. As can be seen in figure (5) (rows 3 and 4) our methods produce
more correct correspondences, while requiring only 15 percent of operations.
When reducing size to l = 10 the number of correct matches reduces by about
10 percent, the number of operations decreases even to 8 percent. The amount
of memory required is also drastically reduced in our method, since we only
use low-dimensional representatives instead of all the high-dimensional ones. In
this comparison it can be seen (upper two rows) that the number of correct
matches is slightly lower when only the class means are used in the tree, this is
persumably because of too few measurements per class resulting in inaccurate
mean and scatter estimation. However, in certain applications using only one
class representative might be preferrable.

5

Conclusion

We proposed exploiting class information for representation of features in a
database for fast retrieval. Furthermore we described a method for learning relevant variances of robust features in a particular scene in which registration is
desired. We used an inlier criterion for 2D-3D correspondences to evaluate the
representation on real 3D environments which resembles the pose estimation
problem. As expected, on feature vectors where components are not independant of one another (presumably as most features) PCA and MDA outperform
maximum variance as used in the literature [3] [8] and allow reducing feature size
by a large factor. We showed that using a sparse database rather than putting
all features into the database classifies better if gaussian distributions can be
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assumed and estimated reliably. Future work should evaluate other class shapes,
which might be represented by several clusters. MDA on the other hand did not
show up as significantly better than the PCA methods on real images, maybe
because of missing feature data for scatter estimation within the classes. This
means that when speed is an issue in the offline phase, the PCA methods can be
used without losing much performance, because the PCA transformation needs
less time to be determined.
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